Jules Sebastian
Professional Stylist, Television Presenter & MC /
Host
Jules Sebastian loves to share her knowledge of fashion and
make up. A professional make-up artist and stylist, she has
collaborated on several fashion brands. Jules is also a talented
television presenter and a regular guest on shows that include
The Morning Show, The Daily Edition and The Today Show. On
stage she is a warm and personable MC and host.
More about Jules Sebastian:

Jules' television career began at the helm of MTV's Style Me.
Creating looks for celebrity clients and walking the red carpet
herself, Jules understands the importance of always putting your best foot forward and is dedicated to
being there every step of the way to ensure her clients are looking and feeling their very best.
Jules loves lending her professional knowledge and creative input to fashion brands and labels. She has
worked with brands such as Glassons as a campaign consultant and Diva as a fashion advisor. Jules is a
frequent guest of The Today Show, The Morning Show, The Daily Edition, and Kyle and Jackie O, sharing
her wisdom and expertise in fashion.
Jules plays an active role in making a difference, acting as ambassador for World Vision and the National
Breast Cancer Foundation. In late 2013, Jules and Guy established The Sebastian Foundation and the
collaborative nature of the organisation will see both Jules and the Guy work in conjunction with a range of
benevolent organisations both nationally and on a global scale in order to create a lasting change in the
lives of the less fortunate. 2014 saw Jules become one of the first ambassadors for Solar D, the world's
first vitamin D friendly sunscreen.
In March 2015 Jules launched her interview based YouTube series Tea with Jules'. In Tea with Jules, the
endearing mother-of-two sits down with some of Australia's most interesting names in music,
entertainment and fashion for a captivating chat about their story and their path to success with an
emphasis on the bits of life that make things interesting.

In 2016 Jules styled Mel B for The X Factor Australia and ignited a range of impressive brand
collaborations.

